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The 5 Music Theory/Composition Books That Most Influenced Me by Adam Neely 2 years ago 9 minutes, 35 seconds 462,649 views These, music, theory and composition, books, were enormously influential on my development as a, musician, in one way or another.
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7 Essential Books Every Music Producer Must Read by Black Ghost Audio 9 months ago 9 minutes, 39 seconds 4,656 views Learn about 7 essential, books, every, music, producer must read. Discover which recording, music, production, mixing, mastering, ...
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Jacob Collier Plays the Same Song In 18 Increasingly Complex Emotions | WIRED by WIRED 4 months ago 21 minutes 931,232 views Jacob Collier plays and transforms a familiar tune through a variety of different emotions. Jacob takes "Londonderry Air" (more ...
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How and why classical musicians feel rhythm differently by Adam Neely 5 years ago 6 minutes, 47 seconds 1,381,835 views Rhythm is treated very differently in classical , music , from the sharp precision that other musics might require - it's organic and fluid.
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THE 7 BOOKS EVERY PRODUCER AND ARTIST MUST READ! by Bigg Vic Tv 4 years ago 6 minutes, 46 seconds 6,115 views BOOK , LINKS 7) Everything You'd Better Know About The Record Industry - http://amzn.to/2gvVHNw 6) Business And ...